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Silver Sea Stone
A sea stone hollow bead using Precious Metal Clay.
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WHAT YOU NEED

• Ventilation

• 1 sea-smoothed oval stone: no larger
than 2" inches long x 1" wide and
around 1⁄2–1⁄3" thick. If this is your
first time making a hollow form using
metal clay, it is recommended that 
the stone be no larger than 1 1⁄2" long
x 3⁄4" wide and 1⁄2" deep

• 1 black extra-fine permanent marker

• 1 package of PMC3

• PMC3 slip

• PMC3 paste in syringe

• Olive oil

• Small square sponge

• Smooth tempered glass or Plexiglas
surface

• Several textured surfaces (you can
use rubber stamps or other textures
or develop your own texture)

• 1–6 design stamps

• 2 stacks of playing cards, 
2-cards thick

• 2 stacks of playing cards, 
3-cards thick

• 2 stacks of playing cards, 
4-cards thick

• Single playing card

• 4-5" length of  5⁄8" PVC pipe 
for a roller

• Scissors

• Tissue blade X-Acto knife and/or 
1" length of brass tubing

• Coarse-grit salon board or 
220-grit wet/dry emery paper

• Fine-grit salon board or
600-grit wet/dry emery paper 

• Wet/dry emery paper, 400-grit

• Water brush or small paintbrush
(Aqua Flow Brush) 

• Dry paintbrush

• Water

• Small container or box (to collect
metal clay sanding dust)

• Mug warmer

• Color shaper/clay shaper

• Premo (polymer) clay

• Baby wipes (or similar cleansing 
product)

• Square needle file or small round bur 

• Drill bit (the size of the bit depends 
on the size of the hole you want in
your bead)

• Black pencil 

• Vermiculite (plant nurseries) or 
alumina hydrate (potter's supplier)

• Shallow stainless steel bowl or 
terra-cotta flowerpot saucer

• Long-handled tweezers or 
barbecue tongs

• Long-handled barbecue spatula

• Heavy leather gloves

• Heat-tolerant bowl (like Pyrex, 
stainless steel, CorningWare)

• 2 small heat-resistant, nonreactive
resistant bowls or measuring cups
(glass or stainless steel)

• Jeweler’s brass brush

• Magnetic tumbler, stainless steel shot,
lubricant liquid

• Radial bristle disks, coarse to 
fine grits

• Flex-shaft machine

• Flex-shaft screw mandrels

• Face shield

• Rubber gloves

• Liver of sulfur, chunk form

• Mild liquid dishwashing detergent

• Hot running water

• Pumice radial bristle disk

• Sunshine Cloth (polishing cloth)

• PMC kiln (or other type of kiln with 
a controller)

• Kiln pad

• Optional: hair dryer 

This project assumes an advanced understanding of Precious Metal Clay. Use an oval, sea-smoothed

stone as an armature for draping and supporting a sheet of textured PMC3. Smooth stones are easy to

find at gardening supply stores. By draping a richly textured PMC3 sheet on each side of the stone,

then joining the resulting domed forms, the bead will conform to the shape of the stone used, creating

a hollow form. The depth of the domes will be determined by the dimensions of the stone used.
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Safety first!
This project has safety requirements. Please note that safe pro-
cedures are offered throughout the instructions. Exercise cau-
tion when following the instructions, and whenever you are
unsure of safety hazards, keep in mind that you are responsible
for protecting yourself.

Making the first side or dome of the bead

A Using the marker, mark one side of your stone with a dot.
The dot helps differentiate each side as you are using the stone. 

B Place a lump of PMC3 on the smooth surface between two
stacks of playing cards, 3-cards thick. Use the roller to roll out a
clay sheet.

C Lift the clay sheet and place it on the textured surface. Roll
it to about 2-cards thick. Tip: Rolling the clay first to 3-cards
thick and then to 2-cards thick gives you an even thickness
more efficiently.

D Remove the clay sheet from the textured surface and drape
it on the unmarked side of the stone.  Using the pair of scissors,
trim the draped sheet so that the sides hang a little more than
halfway down the sides of the stone, but do not stretch it around
the curve (equator) of the stone.  Trim the excess material. Leave
enough material so that when you trim and sand it in later
steps, you still retain  a curve.

E Set the stone with the draped clay on a mug warmer, bare
stone side down. Dry to leather hard (feels dry, but is still a 
little pliable). Use the scissors to remove any material that
overhangs the equator of your stone. The sheet will now have
the domed shape of half of the stone, and you can remove it
from the stone and trim it further if needed. Dry the dome com-
pletely. You can use a mug warmer for this. 

Making decorative plaques

F While the dome is drying, make a total of 3–6 decorative
"plaques" to be applied to each side of the bead. Begin by
selecting 1–6 design stamps. Lightly oil your hands, the tissue
blade (or X-Acto knife), a clean smooth glass or Plexiglas work
surface, the PVC roller, and the design stamps.

G Roll out a sheet 2-cards thick. In separate areas of the
sheet, gently press each of your design stamps until you have
the quantity you want. Although I chose a square shape for my
plaques, the shape is up to you. Trim your designs using whatev-
er tool will give you the shape you want: a tissue blade, short
length of brass tubing, any one of the many shaped cutters avail-
able, or you can simply eyeball a shape and cut it out.  Place each
of your decorative plaques on the mug warmer to dry com-
pletely.

Safety note! I cover the dull edge of the tissue blade with 
colored electrical tape as a safety precaution. Tissue blades are
very sharp and the tape reminds me to hold it only by the dull
or taped edge.
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Apply the plaques to the first dome

H The first dome and decorative plaques should be com-
pletely dry. Use a salon board to sand the edges so they are
refined, smooth, and level. Use the dry paintbrush to brush any
remaining sanding dust into your dust container.

I Use the water brush or paintbrush to wet the smooth,
unstamped side of the plaques. Let the water sink in and check
to see if they have become a little pliable. This allows you to
place them on the dome and adjust them so they conform to
the curve without cracking.

J Once the plaques have become a little pliable, decide
where you want to place them, still leaving the dome on the
stone. Follow the directions for joining dry PMC3 pieces. Gently
press the plaques in place, adjusting their curve, and rotating
them lightly to confirm the joint.

K Gently remove the first dome from the stone and set the
stone aside. The inside of the dome is probably still moist. Set
it curved side down on the mug warmer to dry completely.

Making the second side or dome of the bead

L Turn the stone over so the dot is visible, then oil the stone.
Drape the clay sheet on the side of the stone with the dot on it
as in Steps 2–5. Apply the decorative plaques to the second
dome. 

Joining dry pieces

M For this step, both domes need to be completely dry. Use
dry emery paper to sand the edges of the domes so they are
flat. To do this, move the dome lightly back and forth across the
emery paper.  Use the dry paintbrush to brush away excess
sanding dust from the domes.

Note: Do not push down hard, since the metal clay is somewhat
fragile and could snap if you push too hard.
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N Use a water brush to lightly moisten the edges of the
domes. This will make the edges somewhat pliable and make it
easier to adjust the fit of the two domes. Tip: Do not wet the
edges too much as you don't want them to be floppy.

O Use the PMC3 syringe to extrude a substantial coil of slip
along the edge of one of the domes. I suggest that you use more
of it than you think you might need, and for this reason, I don't
use a fine tip on the syringe.

P Gently press the edges of the two domes together, adjust-
ing the fit as you press, and allowing some of the paste to ooze
out.

Q You can smooth some of this away now, but you can also
wait until it's dry. Dry completely on the mug warmer. When
dry, remove the excess slip and refine the joint. Be gentle, as the
material is somewhat brittle and fragile at this point, and you
are working with a hollow form.  If the joint has opened in any
areas, moisten those spots, add some fresh PMC3 or slip
(depending on the size of the opening), and allow it to dry
again. Sand the joint.

Making and applying the end caps

R Because the end caps will need to conform to the curves
at each end of the bead, you will use your stone as an armature
to create that curve. To stabilize the stone for this purpose, sup-
port it in a lump of conditioned (well-kneaded) polymer clay.
Press the lump of polymer clay on the single playing card.

S Use the marker to write the number 1 on one end of your
stone. Press the unmarked end of the stone into the polymer
clay ball so it stands upright.
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T Roll out a sheet of clay 4-cards thick, then lift the sheet and
place it on the textured surface. Roll it on the surface, 3-cards thick.

l21 Choose a shape for your end cap and trim to that shape.
Lift the end cap off the textured surface and drape it over the
top of the stone.  Allow it to air-dry or dry it with a hair dryer,
but only until it remains slightly pliable.

l22 Place the end cap on each end of your bead to check which
end it most closely fits. That will be the end where you will join
the end cap to the bead, making slight adjustments to the curve
by moistening the smooth inner curve of the end cap to make it
slightly more pliable. Join the end cap to the bead. 
Set the bead aside on the mug warmer.

l23 To make the second end cap, you'll use the end of the stone
that was embedded in the polymer clay. You'll need to clean
that end thoroughly. Remove the stone from the polymer clay
and wipe it down with a baby wipe. Wash the stone with warm
water and mild liquid detergent, keeping track of where you
originally marked it.

Safety first! Wiping the stone with a cleanser and washing it
removes the polymers and prevents them from transferring to
the metal clay and firing with the metal clay. Be sure to clean
the stone thoroughly. Polymers will burn at the temperatures at
which we fire metal clay, creating extremely toxic fumes.

l24 Roll the polymer clay into a ball again and place it back on
the card. Press the marked end of the stone into the polymer
clay. Repeat Steps 20–22 and dry the bead completely on the
mug warmer.

Texturing the joint

l25 The joined domes should be completely dry, with the joint
refined. If you want to texture the joint of the domes, you can
use the edge of a salon board, the corner of a square needle file,
or a small round bur to manually file the texture into the joint. 

Tip: Do not be vigorous about this action. Gently apply the tools
to the joint to create the appropriate texture.

Drilling the Bead

l26 Hold the bead gently and mark the center of each end cap
with a pencil. 
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l27 You might have to sand the center of the end caps creat-
ing a flat area where you can place the drill bit to begin drilling
your hole. The size of the hole (and the drill bit) depends on
what you want to string your bead on. The choices are limitless,
so before you drill your hole, decide how you want to suspend
your bead.

l28 Hold the drill bit and press it gently against the pencil
mark, rotating it slowly. If the bit doesn't seem to be cutting the
material, rotate it both clockwise and counterclockwise, clear-
ing out the dried clay shards as the bit cuts.

l29 As dried clay shards are removed, stop and brush them
into your sanding dust container. Continue pressing lightly,
rotating the bit until it reaches the interior of the bead. Note:
Remember that you are drilling an unfired, fragile object, so take
your time and don't force the drill bit. As the bit approaches the
inside of the bead, it may catch. If it does, back it off by rotating
it counterclockwise a little and then begin to drill the hole again.
Eventually, the bit should break cleanly through to the interior
of the bead.

l30 If the hole has uneven edges, moisten the tip of the
clay/color shaper and rotate it in the hole until the opening edge
is smooth. If you suspect that the hole will be too small, keep
rotating a wet clay/color shaper in the hole until your achieve
the right size. Repeat for the second end cap and allow to dry.

l31 Clean up the end cap/bead joint with salon boards and an
X-Acto knife, removing excess dried slip. Recheck for any gaps
in any of the joints and fill them with slip. Let the surface dry,
then refine again.

Firing the bead

l32 Before you fire, the bead must be completely dry. To sup-
port the bead and avoid any collapsing of the form while firing,
lay the bead on a bed of vermiculite or alumina hydrate in a
shallow stainless steel bowl or in a terra-cotta flowerpot saucer.

Safety first! Place your PMC kiln (or other kiln with a con-
troller) on a fireproof surface and a sufficient distance from any
wall. Follow the manufacturer's information on where and how
to set up the kiln.

l33 Place the container holding your bead on a kiln pad in
the cold kiln, not directly on the floor of the kiln. Set the kiln 
to come up to temperature quickly and run at 1100°F for 
45 minutes.

Safety first! For your own health and safety, it is advisable to
ventilate your kiln while firing. Even though PMC3 is nontoxic,
there are still some fumes that require ventilation.

l34 When the firing cycle is complete, open the door of the
kiln slowly and allow it to cool down until the firing chamber is
not glowing. Remove the bead from the kiln wearing heavy
leather gloves, using tongs and spatula.

l35 Fill a heat-tolerant bowl (stainless steel is best) with cold
water and set near the kiln.

Safety first! If the kiln is still hot, wait until it cools down a bit
more. You can also wait until it is completely cool.

l36 Holding the warm bead with tongs, drop it into the cold
water to quench the heat. Remove the bead from the water.

project silver sea stone
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Pre-finish the bead

l37 Scrub the bead with a brass brush, liquid dishwashing
detergent, and hot water to remove the silver oxides. Optional:
Preliminary polishing in a magnetic tumbler instead, for about
15 minutes.

l38 In the next step, you will be instructed to use a flex-shaft
machine to finish your bead. This type of machine can be dan-
gerous if not used properly. Be sure to apply all the safety
requirements for using a flex-shaft. 

Safety first! Make certain your flex-shaft machine is grounded.
Wear a full face shield or at least safety glasses while operating
the machine (I prefer a full face shield). When you start to use
a radial bristle disk, check that the screw mandrel is not bent by
slowly running the machine and watching the rotation of the
mandrel. If it seems to be rotating with a wobble, discard the
mandrel and mount the disks on a new mandrel. If you even
suspect that the mandrel is bent, discard it immediately.

l39 Run the flex-shaft very slowly and with minimal pressure
on your bead edge. Check for final scratches and remove them
with screw mandrel-mounted radial bristle disks, using grades
from coarser to finer, and a flex-shaft machine.

l40 Tumble the bead in a magnetic tumbler for 30 minutes or
more, depending on the final brightness of the finish that you
want. Alternative polishing methods: You may also polish your
bead in a rotary or vibratory tumbler, use a flex-shaft and pol-
ishing compounds, or hand finish using a variety of polishing
sheets/cloths. 

Patination and final finishing

l41 Rinse the bead in hot soapy water and then rinse in plain
hot water. The next step involves patinating the bead.
Patination will darken the metal and allow the texture to be
prominently visible. If you do not wish to patinate your bead,
skip Steps 43–45 and place the bead in a magnetic tumbler
once again for about 15 to 30 minutes.

Safety first! When you use any patination chemical, you must
ventilate while you are working. I also suggest wearing rubber
gloves.

l42 Place the bead in a small container of very hot tap water.
Using tweezers, remove a very small (smaller than a pea) chunk
of liver of sulfur from its container, place it in a container made
of nonreactive materials (glass, stainless steel, etc.) and dis-
solve in the hot water. The water should be medium yellow.

l43 Put on rubber gloves and dip the bead in the liver of sulfur
solution.

Almost immediately, remove the bead and rinse in hot water.
Repeat this step until the bead has reached an even, dark color.
Alternatively, as the bead goes through various color changes,
you can elect to stop and retain those colors. However, for this
project, I suggest going to gray/black.

When you have achieved the final color, remove the bead from
the solution and rinse well in warm water. It is helpful to rinse
in a dilute solution of ammonia, too. 
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l44 To brighten the high parts of the bead using a flex-shaft,
lightly run a pumice (or finer) radial bristle disk over the surface
of the bead. Alternate: Use a 100% smooth cotton dress glove
or rag impregnated with a drop of olive oil dipped lightly in fine
grade pumice. Rub this lightly over the surface of the bead.
Rinse in warm water with a little dishwashing liquid.

l45 Vigorously rub the entire bead with a polishing cloth to
achieve a brighter surface. Rinse again with warm water and
soap. Dry.

You can now complete your bead by suspending it on a chain,
beads, or other material of your choice.

RESOURCES: Allcraft, www.allcraftonline.com. Tissue blade, water

brush or small paintbrush (Aqua Flow Brush), color shaper/clay

shape: Dick Blick Art Materials, www.dickblick.com. PMC3, square

needle file, small round bur, drill bit, jeweler's brass brush, magnetic

tumbler, stainless steel shot, lubricant liquid, radial bristle disks,

liver of sulfur (chunk form), Sunshine Cloth, PMC kiln, 

and kiln pad: Rio Grande, www.riogrande.com. Other sources: PMC

Supply.com, www.pmcsupply.com; Whole Lotta Whimsy, www.

wholelottawhimsy .com; Metal Clay.com, www.metalclay.com. Otto

Frei, www.otto frei.com.
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